
JPI Hospitality and a&o partner up for Hotel Rotterdam

The JPI Hospitality Investors Club has found a highly effective operator for the

recently acquired Hotel Rotterdam in the form of a&o.

Vienna, 3 May 2022

Only a few weeks after acquiring the Hotel Rotterdam, JPI Hospitality Investors

Club handed over the top property in Rotterdam’s Oude Noorden area to the

international hostel group a&o with the help of PKF Hospitality.

The new operator will manage the establishment under the name a&o Rotterdam

City. The lease runs for twenty years, plus an option allowing it to be expanded twice,

each time for an additional five years.

Gebhard Schachermayer, CAM and hotel expert at JPI Hospitality, had the following

comment on the successful partnership: “By acquiring the Hotel Rotterdam, JPI

Hospitality has expanded its hotel portfolio in an up-and-coming destination. We are

excited to have found the ideal operator for this location in the form of a&o Hostels.”

Daniel Jelitzka, founder of JP Real Estate Group and chairman of the Advisory

Board at JPI Hospitality, sees this as confirmation of the Investor Club’s strategy:

“We get involved in high-quality, functioning hotels with development potential in

attractive locations, which we transform into top destinations with a clear vision and

modern branding. Rotterdam is an up-and-coming market in which a hotel developed

by us and operated by a&o fits ideally.”



About JPI Hospitality
JPI Hospitality is an owner-managed investor group based in Vienna

that was set up around the Austrian JP Real Estate Group. CEO and managing

partner Lukas Euler-Rolle heads up JPI Hospitality together with the

hotel expert and asset manager Gebhard Schachermayer.

JPI aims to invest approximately EUR 300 million in the purchase and renovation of

leisure and city hotels in major European cities and premium recreation regions over

a period of 24 months.

The Hotel Rotterdam is the third acquisition following the recent purchases of hotels

in Kitzbühel (Hotel Klausner) and in Mallorca (Hotel Tres Playas).

JP Real Estate Group currently owns 14 hotels, six of which are in the development

phase and eight of which are already in operation with some 2,200 rooms in

European city and holiday destinations.

The hotel
The future a&o Rotterdam City hotel is located in the Oude Noorden area close to

Rotterdam Centraal train station and is only 500 metres away from the city centre.

The hotel offers 118 rooms.

Enquiries:
Petra Menasse-Eibensteiner / JP Real Estate, tel:

+43 699 126 39 220

petra@menassemenasse.at
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